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The

rational element has found

upon the impropriety

of

between human sensation and its normal
No resemblance is predicable, maintains M. Binet, between the perceptions of consciousness and the
bodies that exist beyond us.
Doctrines enunciating such resemblance, the author declares fallacious, and terms them " crude and
naive realisms." This fallacy, however, is widely prevalent in
Physicists and philosophers still hold that the definitive
science.
explanation of natural phenomena is a mechanical explanation,
wherein the concepts of mass and force are the ultimate and fundamental data. They fail to recognize, in this, the purely subjection of the relation

excitant, the external world.

translate,

thus, they explain the

;

of a vibration

merely,

sensations

which seem to us
phenonenon of sound by the

;

merely substituting, thereby, a visual
This leads the author to

an auditory sensation.

sensation for
discuss the

supreme importance

which correspond-

We find

of the visual ^ense in

these

its

men

expression in generalization,

of ethical codes

The

filial

its

;

in

the affectional

expression in beneficent

God forms an abiding motive
and the sentiment of love ensure

relation to

faculty of reason

ethical perfection.

from history and science

the investi-

in

81, 84.

support of the positions taken.

News About the Planets and the Moon

No.

80.

This constitutes a survey of the latest astronomical observations.
It includes a brief account of the canals on the surface of
Mars, with their various attendant phenomena
Jupiter

;

nomena

recently observed in

moon

;

the rotation of

and the strange light-phethe neighborhood of Saturn.

the temperature of the

;

SOCIOLOGY AND ECONOMICS.
George
barrow

Land

Wheel-

Henry

and

Corbespondence

Upon the Doctrine of

Taxation.

No. 73

George

of one kind into sensations of another kind,

more precise
phenomenon

J:o

Passions and Manias. Felix L. Oswald, M.D. Nos.

excluding metaphysical questions from the domain of science, pro-

They

;

Interesting essays in moral physiology, abounding in citations

ceeds in the above-mentioned essay to discuss the interesting ques-

tive character of sensations.

physical neces-

;

84.

Drea.ms, Sleep and Consciousness.
Binet, after having animadverted

is

the ratiolial as well as the

:

element, the element of Love, has found

to action.
.

it

differs

motives interacting, each predominant in their respective spheres.

altruism, wherein the

Sensation and The Outer World. ..A. Binet.

M.

races

it

and conditions of environment direct it. But the knowledge
is an intellectual faculty.
Ethical life expresses, further,
the highest development of humanity.
Accordingly, mora! con-

ing motives of utility, egoism, and altruism belong.

PSYCHOLOGY AND PHILOSOPHY.
Idealism and Realism.

among

;

of right

the formation by far seeing

Review

Ethical conduct,

?

natural, the individual as well as the social

CHICAGO, ILL.

F.

8z.

author
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has found in the law of evolution a permanent substantiation. Yet
does that doctrine embrace the whole truth, does it embody exclutrue,

.\ll

Prof. E. D. Cope

utilitarian theory o£ morals, says the distinguished

The

Henry

Nos. yg, 80,

82, 84.

by Wheelbarrow, touching the doctrines of
Henry George, have evoked much comment and discussion.
The
main bulk of the correspondence relative to this. question, remains
showing the ^wide-spread interest taken in the
still unpublished
subject, and the undoubted popularity of Mr. George's theories.
The main endeavor of our correspondents seems directed towards
demonstrating Wheelbarrows ignorance and misunderstanding of
This Wheelbarrow seeks to refute
the great economist's position.
in a letter in No. 82.
criticisms

;

gation of
is

phenomena

held forth

of sound,

;

the possibility of a purely auricular science

the author shows that the ear, by noting the qualities

;

can solve numerical

-pzohXevas,.

Thus, the progression of

human knowledge is accompanied by a progresion of human capabilities.
The future will transform our sciences it may transform
;

our senses.
Sensation and the
granted, are different.
ternal objects

phenomena
But does

it

traversing the wire of a telephone

it

is

follow that knowledge of ex-

therefore impossible

is

world,

of the external

?

The

electrical

phenomenon

bears no resemblance to the

spoken words thrown against the mouth-piece in the shape of airwaves no more so than does sensation the external object. Yet
;

is

communication by means of a telephone impossible

?

Are not

the spoken words reproduced at the other end of the line in substantially the

form
is

no

fs all

form

that

is

which they were received ? Preservation of
necessary and this is possible even where there
in

;

superficial resemblance.

It

is

a contradiction

to

demand

knowledge should be other than it is. Cognition does not,
and need not, go beyond sensation.
In Numbers 82 and 83 two interesting letters appear, discussing questions raised by the articles of Dr. G. M. Gould upon
Dreams, Sleep, and Consciousness practical studies upon the
that

—

psychology of consciousness.

HISTORICAL AND CRITICAL.
The Dilemma of Double Allegiance.
Trumbull

Gen M.

M
No.

81.

by Gen. Trumbull is opportune. Its tone and
Amid the chauvinistic fanfaronade of
position is commendable.
demagogic statesmen and bellicose newspapers, evoked by petty
irritations over Samoa coal-stations and bait for cod-fish, the
thoughtful citizen of foreign birth must often feel the appalling
meaning that the problem of double allegiance embodies. " What
is the ethics of patriotism that must guide us in case of actual
war ?" " The duty of men embarassed by the ties of double allegiance," says Gen. Trumbull, " is to stand bravely by the republic
whatever comes, but they ought to unite their moral and political
influence to promote the settlement of all international disputes by

The

article

peaceful arbitration."

The

question has excited

from the press throughout the country.

much comment
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MAKING BREAD DEAR.
A CRITICISM OF

Number

In

78 of your paper,

Too

I

(

read an article

easily affected

perhaps

While he secures for his toil only the small wages attaching to this most common kind of human labor,
there is, according to him, a wicked design on the part'
of those superior to him in position, to render his pittance the most inadequate for his numerous wants,
by artificiall}' raising the prices of those things which
his necessity demands.
M3' heart burned with indignation as

I

Two

Dollars per Ye
Single Copies, 10 cts

and with

it

they corrupt

" our laws in the very capitol where they are made.

by the unfortunate condition of m}' fellow- men, I was
greatly moved by the description given b}' Wheelbarrow of the hard Ijnes in which his life is set. To be
forever pushing a wheelbarrow at the meagre remuneration of Si. 25 per day, with a hard taskmaster standing near (at much higher wages per diem), forever
crying, " Fill up the barrow," is indeed an unhappy
But this is only part of the picture he drew.
lot.

read his

somewhat ambiguous, indictment of
ciety
for he is truly eloquent, and when I read
glowing words, I wondered why he did not turn

eloquent,

J

i!

" guilt}' profit goes to them,

WHEELBARROW, BY A SYMPATHIZER.

signed "Wheelbarrow."

u,

if

so-

"While one gang

of food gamblers raises the price
gang raises the price of meat. * * *
" As making bread dear is morally a crime, let us
" make it a crime by law; let us build new peniten"tiaries to accommodate those vermin of trade who

" olhrea.d, another

"

make dear

They

the food of the poor.

are the lineal

" descendants of the sordid

Egyptian speculators whO'
" tried to corner all the corn in Egypt, because there
"was a famine in the land of Canaan."
Determ.ined to be thorough in my examination of
the matter, I called upon a farmer friend, showed him
the article, and asked if the farmers were engaged in
He replied " I know of no
the wicked combination.
combination to make wheat or flour high. I do know
so low as to afford the farthat the price is very low
mer but little remuneration for his toil. Statistics
prove that the average pay to the farmer is about 82
cents per day, or about two-thirds of what Wheelbarrow earns, and the truth is that many from the coun:

—

in either of

tr}' are moving into the city to secure, if possible, a
more remunerative job, such as Wheelbarrow enjoys."
I then called upon a miller who I know is honest. He
" There is no combination among millers.
On
said

cess

the contrary, competition

;

his
his

attention to the Bar, the Pulpit, or the Press, because

these his mental gifts give promise of sucand by his own confession, pushing a wheelbarrow is hard, monotonous, and unprofitable work.
But this reflection made the contrast between what he
might have been, and what he is, the more painful,
and served only to aggravate the wickedness of those

who
I

;

tr}'

With

oppress him.

to

read again his pungent

ing,

doubts arose

in

article.

my

mind

these thoughts in

mind.

On
I

the second readasked myself the

question, " Is this the statement of real fact, or

is it

a

sketch in which a fervid imagination has outrun sober
fact

and reasonable judgment?"

to ascertain

if

possible.

This

I

determined

took the following extracts

I

as fairly representative of his chief grievances,

said

:

" If

I

find this true,

I

will take his

and

statement for

the other specifications."

"All through the summer time. Nature, the bounmother, covers our share of the earth with a
•'carpet of grain, resplendent in green and gold, while
" bands of criminals are permiited by the law to discount
" teous

"
"

and corner it, to bewitch it, and bedevil it, that it
may become costlv and scarce to the luorkini^maii. The

it

:

very

is

fierce.

If

we

get 25

cents per barrel for the use of our mill, and the risk

we
so

take,

we

In fact

are satisfied.

we do

not average

much."
I had anticipated about

this form of reply from
knowledge, and therefore was
not much disappointed that in these two places the
farm and the mill Wheelbarrow's trouble did not

facts already within

my

—

—

originate.
I visited a
the Board of Trade.
I then went to
man, not an operator himself, but well acquainted
with all the course of trade and speculation in the form
of cereal and other product dealt in in this market.
He read the accusation of Wheelbarrow and said
" This kind of loose talk is hard to answer.
It has
:

no real foundation
is

The only

in fact.

to set forth the real facts

;

reply possible,

and that requires

a great

many more words than it is necessary to use in accusing
No one
a man of murder, conspiracy, or other crime.
wants to make bread dear no one wants to make it
The speculator operates to make money. He
cheap.
;
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hoping for a rise, or he sells for future deliver}'
hoping for a decline. There can be no buyer without
a seller, and no seller without a buyer.
If the short
seller was too numerous, grain would go down, and
bread would be cheap
but the agriculturalist would
suffer, and if this influence continued long enough, he
would cease to raise wheat, when a reaction would
ensue, wheat would be scarce and high, and bread
bu3's

;

would become dear.
"Against this influence, the speculative buyer
He is handicapped at the beoffers the only barrier.
ginning by charges and expenses from which the short
seller is free, i. e., if he buys and carries wheat or
other property, he

is

subjected to the cost of storage,

When

future delivery.

must buy
stock

in

the contract

what he had previously

is

due, the seller

sold, but as the

already in his adversary's hands, he can buy

is

The

only of him, and at his price.

short seller

is

thus

occasionally caught and put in chancer)' by the wih',

and perhaps unscrupulous, dealer, who has thus cornered the market.
" But
must be

in

the nature of things, such

of short

a'

condition

The operator who

duration.

lias

cornered the market must buy all that comes. The
advancing price, which is its inseparable feature, brings

market the reserve from

into the

all

points,

and under

the rapidly increasing load, the cornerer usually finds

himself unable to continue

to

bu}',

and

is

at

last

interest, insurance,

obliged to let go of his holdings, suffers enormous

tion or foreign exportation.

and frequently involves himself in ruin.
years ago, Jim Keene, of New York, tried
the game.
He lost two millions of dollars or more.
Afterward McGeoch tried it. His losses amounted to
millions, and he retired a ruined man.
Ten years ago,
a Cincinnati clique tried it. They lost enormousl)', and

and the risk of deterioration in
quality.
Both the buyer and the seller are governed
b}' their conclusions, reached from the best examination they can make of the present and prospective
quantity of grain, as compared with the present and
prospective demand for it, whether for home consump"
is

to

One immediate effect of the operations described
make a continuous cash market for all products

so dealt

and the two

in,

forces,

it

may be

serted, operate to bring the average price of

safely

as-

wheat

to

a fair equilibrium under the law of supply and demand.

At

least

is

it

true that in an open market such as

usually exists, the current price

agreed opinion
article.

I

market.

is

an expression of the
fair value of the

world as to the

of the

say world, because the world trades in our

If

the price

is for

a

moment higher than any

losses,

Some

"

some

of those interested are

now

in the penitentiary,

where Wheelbarrow says they belong.
episodes.

They

But those are

are like raids in the rear of an arm)',

or piratical excursions over ordinary peaceful seas.
is so brief they seldom affect the price
product to the actual consumer.
"As an illustration in a celebrated pork corner

Their influence
of the

;

some

three years ago, the price for regular delivery on

consumer could
shipment to other parts of the country
$14 per barrel in any quantity he desired. This is

change rose

buy

to S35 per barrel, but the

for use or

individual trader's opinion of the real price he will

for

and thus affect the price downward. If
he thinks it too low, he will buy in the market, and
thus influence the market upward. The opinions thus
backed by monied risk, are much superior to the ex
parte notion of Wheelbarrow, or any other person who
merely stands off and looks on.
" I might go on and speak about
corners socalled," my informant continued, "but perhaps I have
said enough."
No, I replied, it is about corners that I especially
want to hear, for I suspect that there, if anywhere,
will be found the true occasion for Wheelbarrow's

a brief, but substantial statement of the

offer for sale,

'

'

severe strictures.
" Well," he said, " I will tell you all I know about
them. I have already spoken about an open market,
meaning by that a market which is under no individual's

or syndicate's control.

Now, it occasionally happens,
some one man, or a small
will take advantage of a mo-

at infrequent intervals, that

group acting together,

ment when the actual stock
store

is

small,

of wheat or provisions in
and secretly buy it all.
With the

actual property thus in possession, they will

make

contracts of purchase with the unsuspecting seller for

fact.

The}-

cannot be said to make bread dear as Wheelbarrowalleges, for in a swing of months or years, their influence

is

next to

nil in that direction."

Having thus exhausted the chief specification of
Wheelbarrow, I did not pursue the question into other
fields.
My own mind was greatly relieved, and I have
others among your sympathizing readers
might be similarly affected by this perusal.
Part of Wheelbarrow's unhappiness arises from the

thought

alleged fact that since

"'

I first

worked with the wheel-

barrow * * * wealth has multiplied fourfold or more.
Of that multiplied wealth I get no share at all." Now,
he might be asked in what way he has contributed to
increase wealth fourfold. As a wheeler of earth, has
his power increased fourfold, or even doubled, over
his predecessor in the same line a thousand years ago ?
He can walk no faster, he is no stronger, and he works
fewer hours than his brother laborer of a century ago.
By what right then can he demand that he share in
an increase which he did not contribute to produce?
As a matter of fact, however, he has shared in the
larger productivity which society as a whole has

THE OPEN
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When he went to railroading, " my
wages was a dollar a day; it is now from a dollar and
This itself is a gain
a quarter to a dollar and a half."
of from 25 to 50 per cent., and if he will take note of
the table of prices for the things which he consumes,
he will find the purchasing power of his dollars has

It was a Leipsic disciple of Hermann and Haupt
who, at the instigation of Burnouf, in 1845, in Paris,
conceived the plan of publishing the Rig Veda with
the commentary of its Hindu expounder, the abbot Sa-

increased.

of those

brought about.

I

dislike to characterize

terms, but

it is

his

essaj'

that kind of writing,

in

now

unfriendly

so

much

in

vogue from labor agitators and would-be reformers,
which hurts the cause it would help, confuses the true
issues, obscures sound judgment, and helps to paralyze the efforts of those who would gladly aid the
humbler members of society to attain a better hold
on

life.

THE INTERPRETATION OF THE VEDA, AND THE
HINDU EPIC.
BY

H.

OLDENBERG.

and the most important results achieved in the field
of Sanskrit research, are linked with the names of German investigators. If we add that this could not easily
be otherwise, it is not from national vanity; we should
but express the actual facts of the case, based upon
the

development
first

of the science.
It was natural that
movements toward the founding of Hindu re-

accumuand find provisional forms for it, should
have been the work of Englishmen, men who spent a
good part of their lives in India, and were there
search, the first attempts to grasp the vastly

lated material

brought

in

constant

But not

contact with native

Sanskrit

honor
and gaining a deeper insight should be accorded to Germans. The two fields
of knowledge by which, 'especially, life and power were
imparted to Hindu investigations were and are essentially German. These are comparative grammar, which
we may say was founded b}' Bopp, and that profound
and potent science, or perhaps more correctly expressed art, of philology, which was practiced by
Gottfried Hermann, and likewise by Karl Lachmann,
the enthusiastic follower of Lessing
an art full of
acute and purposeful ability, exact and truthful in
scholars.

less

natural was

it

that the

of instituting further progress

—

small matters as

in

great.

Representatives of this

moved to antipathy by many characteristic
features cf the Hindu spirit, and not the least influenced by the assertion that Latin and Greek grammar
philology,

has this or that to learn from the Sanskrit, might meet
the

new

science of India with reserve or more than

reserve. Still this could in

the stud}' of

Hindu

no wise

texts, the

This was the great work of Max Midler, the first of
fundamental undertakings on which Vedic
philology rests.
It was necessary above all to know
how the Brahmins themselves translated the hymns
of their forefathers, which were preserved in the Rig
Veda, from the Vedic language into current Sanskrit,
and how they solved the problems which the grammar
of the Veda presented, by the means their own grammatical system offers.
Herein lay the indispensable
foundation of all further investigation.
It was necessary to weigh the

Hindu

traditions concerning the

explanation of the Veda, which erred in underestimation as well as overestimation,

We may say, that the greatest undertakings planned

the

yana, Avho flourished in the 14th century after Christ.

alter the truth that

investigation of

literary remains,

Hindu

could be learned from no better teachers than from those masters who had succeeded in improving and interpreting the classical texts with unerring certainty and excellence of method.

quences

of

and

to test the conse-

both errors, in order final^ to learn the art

them. This constitutes the
importance of Max Miiller's work extending
through a quarter of a century (1849-1874). To complete was easy, but to begin was exceedingly difficult
for most of the grammatical and theological texts
which formed the basis for Sayana's deductions, were,
when Max Miiller began the work, books sealed with
seven seals.
A few years after the first volume of Max Miiller's
Rig Veda appeared, two other scholars united in a
work of still greater magnitude. It has long since become to all Sanskritists the most indispensable tool
of scientifically estimating

great

for their labors.

,

I

refer to the Sanskrit dictionar}',

compiled under the commission of the Academy of
It
St. Petersburg, Russia, by Roth and Bohtlingk.
was intended to make a dictionary for a language the
greatest and most important part of whose texts were

The work was similar to that
still not in print.
which the Grimm Brothers began at the same time
Roth undertook the Vedic
for the German language.
Bohtlingk the
literature, the foundation of the whole
Friendly investigators, and especially
later periods.
Weber, helped them by bringing into use the known
and accessible texts or manuscripts that were serviceable to them. The most important thing was, that the
Veda had now for the first time setting aside a few
previous studies to be gone through with a view to
lexicography. The explanations which the Hindus
themselves were wont to give of the words, of the Vedic
language were regarded as a valuable aid for understanding it. But the matter did not rest here. "We
do not hold it," said the two compilers in their preface,
"to be our task to acquire that understanding of the
Veda which was current in India some centuries ago
but we seek the sense which the poets themselves gave
to their liymns and maxims." They undertook "to get
;

—

—

;
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from the texts themselves, by collating

at the sense
all

the passages related in word or meaning."

hoped

wa)' they

to re-establish

the

meaning

word, not as a colorless conception, but in
rateness and therefore in

Veda was thus
wealth of
antiquity

and

its

was

its

of

appear

to

strength and beauty.

The

The thought of the earliest
new forms full of life

us in

reality.

The execution

of

work, carried on with tena-

this

cious industr}' and brilliant success for four and twenty

years (1852-1875), did not fall short of the magnitude
of the plan originally conceived.
In minor points we
find

it

easy to point out numerous deficiencies and

errors.

The two compilers

that spirit of boldness

unavoidable errors,
their task.

it

well

knew

that without

which does not stand in fear of
were better never to undertake

In face, however, of the great value

which they have«accomplished,

all

of that

faults sink into in-

chasm separates their work from that of
their predecessor, Wilson * In Wilson's work there is
little more than a fair enumeration of the meanings
which Hindu traditions assigned to the words for his
dictionary the Veda scarcely exists, if it does so at all.
Here in the work of Roth and Bohtlingk on the other
hand, is brought to light the immense wealth, replete
a

!

;

with oriental splendor, of the richest of

all

languages

the history of each word, and likewise the fortunes
that have befallen

it

in the different periods of the

erature and have determined

lit-

meaning, are brought
before our eyes. The difference between the two great
periods in which the development of Hindu research
falls, could not be incorporated more clearly than in
these two dictionaries.
In the one instance are found
the beginnings, which English science, resting immediately on the shoulders of the Indian pandits, has
made in the other is the continuation of English
work conducted by strict philological methods to a
breadth and depth incomparably beyond those beginnings, and at the head of this undertaking stand Gerits

;

man

The

its full

weight

principles and practices according to which

the old collectors and revisers of the

ceeded, have been examined by us

Veda

text pro-

and consequently
we are able to decide what they have received as remains and what they themselves have incorporated
;

The readings of the passages
quoted from the Rig Veda in the other Vedas have
been collected in order to find in them the remains of
the genuine and oldest textual form. The religion and
mythology of the Veda have been described the national lives of the Vedic tribes has been portrayed in
all its phases.
The texts afford the data for such a
portraiture of these features that it has justl}' been
said that the description given surpasses in clearness
and accuracy Tacitus's account of the national life of
the Germans.*
Finally an attempt has been made
or rather an attempt will have to be made, for even at
this time the work is in its beginnings
to discover
amid the masses of Vedic praj^ers and sacrificial
hymns something which must be an especially welcome
find to scientific curiosity
the beginning of the Indian
into those remains.

;

—

significance.

What

word of the strong, harsh Vedic language
has thus been given back.

each
sepa-

its

re acquire its living sense, the full

to

expression.
to

In this

In a time so rich in poetry and reverence for poetry

Rig Veda was, the pleasure of roproduced its blossom of poetic
fancy.
Undoubtedl}- this was so. Short narratives,
short hymns must then have existed, enclosed, as it
were, in narrow frames. Thus, in general, are the beas the epoch of the

mancing must

great edition of the Rig

Veda and

to

also have

ginnings of epic poetry shaped, before poetic ability
rises

and ventures

to narrate in

wider scope and with

more complicated structure the fate of men and heroes.
It seemed as though those beginnings of the
Indian epic were

though

lost.

And

still

they were preserved,

be sure in a peculiarly fragmentary form.

to

In the Rig

Veda

there

is

many

a medlej' of apparentl}'

which we have thought to discover the accumulated sweepings of poetic workshops.
disconnected verses

in

In fact they are fragmentarj' remains of epic narra-

which were once couched in prose form
in prose, and speeches and
counterverse, just as, often, in Grimm's fairj'-tales

tives, verses,

— narratives

scholars.

To MuUer's

—

Epic.f

speeches

in

the St. Petersburg Dictionar}^ further investigations

when

have been added in great abundance, and these have
more and more extended the limits of our knowledge
of the Veda.
Already a new generation of laborers
have taken their places beside the original pioneers in
these once so impassable regions. As a whole, or in

dwarf has to speak an especially weighty or touching
word, a rhyme or two appears.

Veda has been repeatedly
equipment of words and forms has
been studied from ever new points of view and with
its

separate parts, the Rig

translated.

ever

the poor daughter of the king or the powerful

Now, the Vedic tale-tellers impressed in their
memory only the verses having a fixed form. Each
new narrator would repeat the prose with new words,
and

finally its subject-matter

would pass almost wholly

Its

new questions

in

mind.

To many

a picturesque

* H. Zimnier: Altindischcs Lcben : die Cultur tier -vdise/ien Arier. (Ancient
Indian Life; the Civilization of the Vedic Aryans.) Berlin: 1S79, p. vii.
tThe remarks here made on the beginnings of the Indian Epic, rest on
conceptions which I have before briefly sought to establish. V. Zeitsc/tri/t
der Dcutscheii ATorgeiiUihi. Gesellsch.. 1S85, p. 52, et seq.

THE OPEN
would sursometimes as a series of dialogues, long and
copious enough for us to understand their connection
with the whole, and sometimes as unrecognizable fragments, which supply as little respecting their antecedents and connections in which they belong as to
keep the same comparison as above a couple of
rhymes in one of Grimm's fairy-tales would represent
of the whole tale.
It may be permitted, for the sake of making clear
what has been said, to cite here a passage from one of
those old narratives whose connection, at least as a
into forgetfulness, so that only the verses

.

vive,

—

—

may

whole,

COTJRT.

The confidence of the pious in their God is rehymn of praise is sounded. And now Indra
The falcon has brought him the
enters the conflict.
stored, his

Soma, and

Like a tree smitten by lightning, falls the enemy.
may flow forth from their prisons

own

in captivity, that

they

might not pour down upon the earth; but God Indra
smote the demon with his thunderbolt and let the liberated waters flow.
Indra this must have been said

—

in the lost

prose introduction to the narrative

he entered the battle, too weak

The

nent.

draught

sacrificial

Vayu speaks

offer to Indra.

:

I

I.

Indra accepted the alliance

I

Scatter thyself freely

thee

is

I

no more.

Deep into the side of Vitra has been hurled
The dreaded thunderbolt of Indra.
" Swift as thought sped Indra along

;

Pierced into the citadel, the brazen.
And up to heaven, to the thunderer.
The soaring" falcon bore the Soma.
" In the sea the thunderbolt rests,

Deep engulfed in the watery billows.
The flowing and ever-constant waters
To him bring generous gifts."
I

pass over the

difficult

conclusion of the

poem

the creation of language by Indra after the battle with

One fourth of the languages that exist on earth,
Indra formed into clear and intelligible speech these
The other three fourths,
are the languages of men.
however, have remained indistinct and. incompre-

Vitra.

;

hensible

these are the languages that quadrupeds and

;

birds and

This

ally,

come to thee the foremost, as is meet
Behind me march in full array, the Gods.
Givest thou me, O Indra, but a share of sacrifice.
And thou shalt do, with my alliance, valiant deeds

"

as

Vayu (the
gods, but he demanded as a

for his fidelity, part of the

Soma, which men
" Tis

felt,

gods, faint-hearted, withdrew from his

wind),t the swiftest of the

reward

—

his terrible oppo-

Only one offered himself as an

side.

of

for

hasten forth

He who detained

Vritra, the envious

victories.

waters of the clouds

Now

:

Now

"

between gods and demons, its subject is the great
battle which was fought in heaven, the thunder fight,
which for the strife-loving spirit of that age was the
fiend, kept the

ambrosial drink,

the waters

is

pattern of their

in the intoxication of the

the victorious one hurls his thunderbolt at the demon.

The scene

be conjecturally determined.*
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all

is

insects speak.

one

of the early narratives of the

Hindus

concerning the deeds of their gods and heroes. We
must not endeavor here, to restore the lost portions
written in prose which served to connect the strophes.
To make the modern reader clear as to the connection

method of expression must be
chosen than that peculiar to the narrators of the Vedic
epoch. As it appears, they were content with recounting the facts they came across, or rather with recalling
of the verses, another

of might."

:

Of the honied draught I give thee the first portion
Thine shall it be for thee shall be pressed the Soma.
Thou shalt stand as friend at my right hand
;

;

Then

shall

we

.

slay the serried hosts of our foe."

Then a new person
know not whether a

human singer.
one among the

We

appears, a
definite

great

saints of that early time, the prophets of the later

generation of singers, was thought of or not.

wished

The

to praise Indra

demon

hostile

is

but can Indra

;

now

not yet conquered

;

"

doubts as

He

Indra and his might come to the singer.
his people

He

be praised?
to

says to

:

A song

of praise bring ye

If truth

be

who

Who

is no Indra," then said many a one,
saw him ? Who is he whom we shall praise

Then Indra himself
hearted

Here stand

I

before thee, look hither,

In lofty strength

The laws
I,

* Rig

Veda

He

is

8,100.. I

is

tower above

all

make me

O

Singer

:

beings.

strong

is

—which has
— are not

Indra's battle

wanting in flights of poetic eloquence. Without the
finer shades of human life, it is true, yet in earnest,
simple power, like mountains or old giant trees, stand
the productions of that poetry.

What

took place

in

nay more than similar, to the occurrences taking place in nature. For as yet the primitive
natural significance of those gods has not been veiled
by the human vesture which they wore and in the
narratives of their deeds the great pictures of nature's
life with its wonders and its terrors are generally proThe duty of bringing together and interpretjected.
ing such fragments of this the oldest epic, Vedic research must regard as its most fruitful, though perhaps
them,

is

similar,

not

its easiest, task.

ETHICS AND NATURAL SCIENCE.

omit a few verses of obscure meaning, and say nothnot the place to give a solution.

This name has been identified— though the cor-

highly questionable— with the

of

;

the smiter, smite the worlds."

also called Vata.

rectness of this

I

of sacred order

ing of difficulties, for which this
t

?"

gives answer to the weak-

:

"

short and scanty sentences.
in the narrative

;

long for a blessing.

truth, sing ye the praise of Indra."

" There
"

them to their hearers, in
The poems incorporated
been shown by the poem

German name Woden.

The beginning of ethics is thought. The animal
who cannot think or reason cannot be called an ethical
When man begins to think, he commences to
being.
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understand his relations

to others

and thus learns his

He

formulates his duties in general principles
and regulates his actions according to maxims of uniduties.

versal application. In this
self

and

his

life

way

only can he place him-

harmon}' with the order of

in

All- ex-

istence.

When we
ancestors,

reflect a

we

moment upon what we owe

soon find that we owe them

shall

our

all

we

have and even more we owe them all we are. What
are we but the accumulated activity of all our ancestors from the very beginnings of life, the monad and
the monad's struggles for existence included?
Our
:

nineteenth century civilization is not a revolution
which has introduced any new idea that inverts or destroys the thoughts, ideas, or aspirations of former cen-

The most advanced view, however different
from the old views, is a further evolution of the past.

turies.

The

recognition of this truth

is

the essence of his-

and those who are most advanced in
the culture of true progress, who acknowledge the
principle of scientific investigation in ethics and religion, those who are decided to modernize their morals and adapt themselves to the spirit of the dawning
torical research,

future, should be

Yet

many

understand this truth.
radical thinkers overlook it.
Through their
the

first to

opposition to the errors of the past they

become blind

Only by understanding the connection
of the present with the past will they be able to do
justice to the cause which they defend, for they can
gain justice for themselves only by doing justice to
others, and the just claims of the present can only be
established by showing that they are the logical outto its merits.

come

of the past.

Ethics

make us

is

some modern philosophers try
example by which

not, as

believe, an arithmetical

to

to

how we can purchase, at least sacrifice, the
amount of happiness. This barter morality
of hedonism is a pseudo-ethics which indeed would
make true ethics impossible.
The pseudo-ethics of hedonism starts from the
wrong idea that man lives solely for being or becomcalculate

greatest

ing happy.

If

this

were

true, the

great

pessimist

Schopenhauer would be right in saying that life is a
and that existence is not desirable because a life
without trouble and pain, a victory without battle, a
conquest without wounds and anxiety, are impossible.
Ethics is so much at variance with man's craving for
happiness that if man lived merely to be happy there
would be no ethics whatever. Ethics indeed is taught
to counteract the dangerous, although perhaps inborn
and natural, craving for happiness.
failure

The beginning

is to reflect upon ourand our actions. Before we
think.
The brute animal follows

of ethics

selves, our surroundings,

act

we must

stop to

his impulses; so does the savage.

The thoughtful man

takes
action

into
;

consideration

his person

is

possible

all

and however dimly

results of

his

he soon learns that
intimately connected with his surroundat first,

and with nature.
is no absolute entity,
no unit by himself. His very existence is the product
of his parents, and his life is sustained through certain
natural conditions by a constant struggle in which he
is aided or hindered by his fellow-men.
His relation
to his fellow-men, and his dependence upon nature
which yields to him substance that maintains his life,
teaches man that he has some duties to perform, which
if neglected will prove disastrous to himself and his
fellow-beings.
The relations in which man stands to
others imply duties ; and the man who attends to these
ings, with his fellow-beings,

Even

duties

is

a savage

knows

that he

moral.

When man earnestly

attends to what he recognizes

and

as his duties, he will progress

in

consequence
His

thereof his comfort and prosperity will increase.

pleasures will be more refined

;

his happiness, his en-

joyments, and recreations will be better and nobler.
The increase, or rather refinement of happiness,

however, cannot be considered as the ultimate aim of
ethics, for pain

and

affliction

increase at the

same

because man's irritability, his susceptibility to
pain, grows with the growth of his intellectualitj'.
The pain of a more civilized man will be more intense than that of a savage, and it is an undeniable
fact that people of a lower degree of culture are as a
There
rule merrier than the more educated classes.
is sufficient occasion in this country to observe the
glad and hearty happiness of the negro, who is so easily
satisfied.
In comparison with the African the more
cultured American of European ancestry must appear
morose.
rate,

the advancement of our civilization had no

If all

amount of hapwould have better remained
in their forests and have lived upon the tropical trees,
subsisting on their fruit.
They would thereby have
other object than to produce a greater
piness, the anthropoids

better attained this end.

the elevation of

all

human

Therefore we maintain that
emotions, whether they are

painful or happy, the elevation of man's whole exist-

ence, of his actions and aspirations,

is

the constant aim

of ethics.
*

*

The

which prevails between scientists on
the one side and moral teachers on the other is produced through a misunderstanding. The^moral teacher,
and especially the clergyman, is afraid lest science
undermine the principles of ethics. The doctrine of
the survival of the fittest appears to contradict the
hostility

principle of morality.

And

does not find the moral law as

the scientist in his turn
i't

in the pulpit, justified in nature.

is

commonly preached

XHE OPEN COURT
Professor Huxley says
"

From

on about the same
fairly well

and

set to

fight

The

show.

level as a gladiator's

treated,

— whereby the

is

creatures are
strongest, the

swiftest, and the cunningest live to fight another day. * * *

In the cycle of

phenomena presented by

more moral end is discernible than
and of the deer. * * *

in that

the

of

life

among
went

stupidest

who were

these,

so

to the wall,

among

presented by the lives

while the toughest and shrewdest, those

history of civilization

— that

of society

is

made

— on the other

human

race has

" But the effort of ethical man to work toward a moral end by
no means abolished, perhaps has hardly modified, the deep-seated
impulses which impel the natural man to follow his non-moral

course.

"

* * *

This ethics has long been fostered by Christian

he

under penalty of starvation, we are

bound

to be, a nation of shopkeepers.
But other nations also lie
under the same necessity of keeping shop, and some of them deal
in the same goods as ourselves.
Our customers naturally seek to
get the most and the best in exchange for their produce.
If our

goods are inferior to those of our competitors, there

is

no ground

compatible with the sanity of the buyers, which can be alleged,
they should not prefer the latter.

And,

if

that result should

ever take place on a large and general scale, five or six millions of

We know what the cotton
and we can therefore form some notion of what a
dearth of customers would be.
"Judged, by an ethical standard, nothing can be less satisfactory than the position in which we find ourselves.
In a real,
though incomplete, degree we have attained the condition of peace
which is the main object of social organization (and it may, for
argument's sake, be assumed that we desire nothing but that which
is in itself innocent and praiseworthy
namely, the enjoyment of
us would soon have nothing to eat.
;

—

the fruits of honest industry).

And

lo

!

in spite of ourselves,

we

are in reality engaged in an internecine struggle for existence with

our presumably no less peaceful and well-meaning neighbors. We
seek peace and we do not ensue it.
The moral nature in us asks

no more than is compatible with the general good the nonmoral nature proclaims and acts upon that fine old Scottish family
for

;

'Thoushalt starve ere

motto,

I

want.'

sacrificed,

will place at the right

interpreted.

Let us be under no

il-

lusion, then."

existence

all

is

difference

all
is

the unitary conception of the world

in

—

is

true, that

but one great continuous whole

is

but variety in unity

harmony with

istence

is

all

;

as

many lamb-souled

ethics
is,

is

;

that

that one truth

other truths as every part of ex-

related to the whole existence of the

of

the

;

moralists pretend, the negative

One and

how

Either the naturalist or the moralist,
perhaps both, are wrong.
With all due respect to the facts presented by
Professor Huxley, we must object to the conclusion at
which he arrives. Professor Huxley's view of morals

modern

morality according to

as the scientist correctly states, a struggle for ex-

and those who consider it meritorious to sucand violence justly go to the wall.
Their enemies, unjust though they may be, are comparatively more moral, for they are their superiors in
the virtue of courage which gives them strength and
istence

cumb

;

to injustice

power.
Prof.

Huxley describes how the moralist,
harmony, tries to account for

effort to restore

iquities in this world.
"

From

He

the theological side,

says

we

in

the

the in-

:

are told that this

is

a state of

and that the seeming injustices and immoralities of
Nature will be compensated by and by. But how this compensation is to be effected, in the case of the great majority of sentient
I apprehend that no one is seriously prethings, is not clear.
pared to maintain that the ghosts of all the myriads of generations

probation,

of herbivorous animals

which

lived during the millions of years of

and which
by carnivores, are

the earth's duration before the appearance of man,

have

all

that time been tormented and devoured

be compensated by a perennial existence in clover while the
some kennel where there is neither
a pan of water nor a bone with any meat on it." * * *
;

ghosts of carnivores are to go to

This would indeed be a consistent consequence of
and weak-hearted system of ethics,
which praises the innocence and meritoriousness of
a soft-brained

necessary and

this is true,

much

the positive virtue of energetic activity. Ours

dictory truths?

if

mis-

!

quality of suffering

mere

:

is

and strength from Christian ethics. It has made
tame and weak and even despicable. Morality is not

can there be a difference between the moralist's and the naturalist's views? Should
we not declare a priori that there can be no contraAll

allegory

This ovine morality has detracted

to

If

The

hand.

not the weakness, not the inactivity,

It is

but the purity of the sheep that is approved by Christ.
How much is blamed, in another parable, the inactive
and cowardly servant who buried the talent that was

it

famine was

is

pith

the civilization of the English nation of to-day

why

was compared
and because, in one of his
Christ compares the good to sheep whom

lamb that

to a

entrusted to him

not only are, but,

glorified that " fights

is

moralists, because unfortunately Christ

Professor Huxley adds with special reference to

"We

Not the hero

the good fight of faith," but the martyr that allows

allegories,

is,

the record of the attempts which the
to escape from this position. * * *

hand,

anevil-doer,simply on account of his strength, while the
is supposed to be good simply on account of

himself to be slaughtered without resistance.

best fitted to cope with their circumstances, but not the

The

immoral while
supposed to be

is
is

weak one

primitive men, the weakest and

best in any other sense, survived. * * *

"

the sheep

his weakness.

man, no

of the wolf
" .\s

based on the error that the wolf
is moral.
The strong one

is

:

the point o£ view of the moralist the animal world

suffering,

and depicts

as the ideal of morality a

millennium of eternal peace, where the struggle for existence is unknown, where no labor or painstaking is
all

time

is

spent in the glorification of

an all-wise Creator.

Such a state of absolute perfection is impossible
and we must smile at the ingenuousness of those philosophers who pretend to teach modern ethics and still
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adhere to the old millennium idea of a life of perfect
adaptation where universal happiness will prevail.

The error in this Utopian idea is easily seen if we
understand that the struggle for existence is inherent
The

in nature.

struggle for existence

is

not only not

on the contrary its most
important factor, which must be taken into consideration and is taken into consideratien by the monistic
view of ethics. The old ethical view demands that
man shall not resist evil that he shall leave off
fighting and humbly allow himself to be trodden under

in contradiction to ethics,

it is

;

But the

foot.
fit

for life,

it

ethics of

monism does not make man un^

renders him

fitter in

istence. It teaches that so long as

One and

with the

the struggle for ex-

we

harmony
we remain

are in

All of nature, so long as

we shall be best able to
we can only do by constantly ex-

in accord with natural laws,

And

resist evil.

this

and strengthening brawn and
which will cause us,
much trouble and uneasiness, but at the

ercising our faculties

brain for the continued struggle,
it

true,

is

same time

will raise us to a

—

higher level;

it

educates

is

a natural law,

it

may

be con-

but does not stand in contradiction with,
The deeper
the other natural laws of a lower order.
we investigate the more we shall be convinced that

trasted

it is not for ourselves,
nor for the gratification of personal vanity. It is we
of the nineteenth centurj', but not by the wisdom of
the nineteenth century, which would not exceed the
wisdom of former ages if it were not benefited by their

experience.
ourselves.

to,

we have

us, so

to struggle

and

fight for future genera-

tions.

Bear in mind it is you who work
advancement and elevation of the human mind.
But it is not you or you alone that you aspire for; it is
humanity which is represented in you.
All life on earth forms one great, unbroken chain,
one continuous whole, the unity and law of which we
Sic vos non vobis!

for the

comprise

in the

Let us regard

formula of evolution.

ourselves as the representatives of this great whole,

us faithfully act according to this view and we need
rest.
Our actions will be moral

let

not trouble for the

shall at the same time be allied to those powers
nature which grant the strength of survival and

and we
of

This ethics is in harmony, not at variance with natural science, and this is not the destruc-

humanity.

but the fulfilment of the old religious faiths and

tion

their ethical aspirations.

benefits acquired by injustice will prove to be injurious

end very often they are even the beginning of
Truth and justice are the most powerful weapons in the struggle for existence. Truth and justice
will always conquer in the end.
It often takes more
time than the life of a single individual to see the
triumph of truth but we can be sure, even if the
defenders of truth and justice die, if they succumb
to their immoral enemies, that truth and justice will
in the

Nor do we work and struggle to benefit
As our ancestors worked and struggled for

represent advancement, progress, and the elevation of

us and enhances the work of our existence.

The moral law

resentatives of humanity, but

p. c.

CORRESPONDENCE.

:

ruin.

;

GROUND-RENT AND LAND-VALUES.
The Open Court:—
Wheelbarrow says in his article in The Open Court of March
Land Values' of a Farm ?" in speaking
21, on "Who makes the
To the Editor of

'

of the
"
it

Now, which
is

Tom

of the ingredients of this

the breaking of the wild sod

This

survive.

farm of his old acquaintance

a fair question,

and

it

?

Clark

:

farm shall bear the single tax

?

Is

the fence, the barn, or the apple-trees ?
ought to be fairly answered. It is never anIs

it

We do not propose to tax any of these improveswered. It is evaded thus
ments nor the land itself; we only propose to tax the land-valicc of the whole
farm.' In that evasion the single tax on values' theory vanishes 'like the
'

:

It

is

the belief in truth and justice which lies at

the bottom of the

old religious

and ethical views.

This belief was a faith, but took the shape of a creed.
The moral quality of a religious virtue soon ossified
as a system of dogmas.
It was mixed with superstitious notions, with anthropomorphic ideas, and with
unwarranted phantastical expectations of a compensation in a supernatural Utopia.
It grew powerful because, after all, it was more in harmony with truth than

who saw onlj' the surface of natural
and could detect no order and no moral law in
nature.
But it became intolerable through the errors
taught and the wrongs committed.
If, now, new ideas triumphantly break their waj',
let us remember that the new ethics and the religion
of the future do not come 'to destroy, but to fulfil.' The
present is the product of the past and the future will
be the product of the present. A Latin proverb says,

the views of those
facts

Sic

)ias

non nobis!

It is

we who

stand here as the rep

feverish

dream

of a

The answer

summer's

night.'

"

to this question is exceedingly simple and-is

never

evaded by any intelligent Single-taxer, Neither " the breaking of
the sod," nor "the fence, the barn, nor the apple-trees" will bear
any of the single tax.
as Wheelbarrow
1, If Tom Clark's farm is worth nothing,
says, without Tom Clark's improvements it will be taxed nothing
under the Single-tax regime.
2. If it is worth the dollar and a quarter an acre which Tom
Clark paid for it, without his improvements, it will be taxed upon
that

much value.
What Tom Clark

has done to make the farm more useful does

not enter into the question of what renting value the bare, unim-

proved land has. The farm will be taxed upon its bare rental
value without improvements.
the value of land
If Wheelbarrow cannot separate the idea of
from the land," as he confesses, he certainly ought to understand
another, and
renting
value
than
has
more
that one piece of land
he ought to be able to understand so simple a proposition as having
'

'

That
ground-rent and nothing else paid into the public treasury.
It is simply to "pay groundis all there is to the " George theory."
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Wheelbarrow does
he does he would not have written as he
But why should Wheelbarrow or
did about Tom Clark's farm.
any one else find any difficulty in understanding what it means to

THE LOST MANUSCRIPT.*

pay grounJ-rent and nothing else into the public treasury ? Why
should Wheelbarrow ask whether the single-tax would fall on Tom
Clark's fence, or barn, or orchard ? Tom Clark would simply have
to pay grounJ-rent no matter how useful his farm was to him, if it
had no selling or renting value over and above the value of his im-

OLD ACQUAINTANCES.

and nothing

rent

else into the public treasury.

not understand that

Tom Clark would pay no taxes. The single-tax means
simply ground-rent. If a man does not know what ground-rent is
provements

he cannot understand the single-tax.
Progress and Poverty " a
Wheelbarrow may have studied
great deal but he certainly does not understand Mr. George. And
yet why should he find the least difficulty in understanding him ?
'

'

Is

so hard to understand

it

what ground-rent

Hugh

York.

Sir:

— A word about the
number

increase the

utter lack of

judgment

'

George Theory."

of land holders

the

in

it

—

position, for

If

the object be

almost atones for the

method designed

bring

to

it

about.

The rural "greeny" is often made the material
" funny papers," but the intelligent farmer often

1507 of The Open
Cqurt) hints that the producing capacity of nature meaning the
soil— is infinite.
If this is true it is true in the same sense that
nature in man is capable of resisting disease. Let man fail to con-

James Malcolm

(p.

—

serve his vitality he soon falls a prey to disease. Just so with land.

may seem

This

be false as regards the rich prairie

to

soil of the

Ohio was said to have inexhaustible soil and where
is it now ? About here, unless a very slow rotation of crops is employed, pound for pound of potash and phosphoric acid taken from
Even
the soil must be restored to the soil to retain its fertility.
when rotation is employed large quantities must be used. And
west, but wait.

also of our land

— not

more than one

tilled

very hilly

—

five sixths at

half the time for

it

—

least

cannot be

would wash away.

stances are all about us of temporary farmers

In-

— not

through ignosterility in a very

bringing farmers down to
true farmer "improves" his holidays in quite a
from that which is generally called "improvements,"
and the single tax cannot be adjusted to meet this contingency.
The Desert of Sahara is a notable example of failure to conserve

rance but by greed

The

few years.

different line

the

soil's fertility.

No

If

!

foundation

You

rests.

you

— the
will

takte

be unjust

be confined to them.

—

away land ownership you

fertility of

the
to

soil

pull

down

— on which the whole

the

country

farmers but your injustice will not
foundation falls, not only the sills

When the

—but

It would
the whole house falls.
house
be different at the equator where bread and fruit grow without

of the

the farmers

ploughing up the

soil,

and

I

advise Mr. George and his followers

go there for I think his theory would suit there to perfection.
Again no
Limit ownership to 100 acres, to 10 acres, even to one
to

!

acre,

if

that, tax

it

!

must be done, but

our buildings

let

us oiun that acre and

if

you tax

too.

Yours Truly,

One
Mill Green, Md.

was

difficult to

deal with the princely

observations that had been
which the Princess had gone
within the last few days, and the persons she had seen
there. Prince Victor paid daily visits to the Baroness
Hallstein, and passed the evening with the officers of
his former regiment; he had returned unexpectedly

family anecdotes,

made

also

in the palace

to

that morning.

"How

has occasion to smile at the ignorance of the "smart" city people

concerning rural economy.

it

porting the daily occurrences of the capital, opinions
which were expressed in public places concerning the
Sovereign and his illustrious house, small scandalous

;

guardian angels.

—

Only a few privileged persons among them
Master Knips had access to him during this time,
and they had no cause to rejoice in their confidential

a cold.

;

my objections only apply to farming
I am not speaking of cities
communities. Land owners are "pirates, robbers, and parasites,"
are they?"
It does look so, perhaps, to Mr. George, but my
opinion is that intelligent farmers owning their own land are
of a joke in the

Roman emper-

Sovereign had withdrawn for a few days from
He was ill. His nervous prostration, as
his Court.
the physicians declared, was the usual consequence of

fore

The Open Court.

To the Editor of

Since the conversation upon the
ors, the

To-day the Sovereign was sitting in his study behim stood an old official, with a weazen face, re-

O. Pentecost.

A FARMER ON HENRY GEORGE

to

CHAPTER XXXIV.

invalid.

is ?

Respectfully Yours,

New

BY GUSTAV FREYTAG.

if

:

do things go on

in the

Pavilion?" asked the

Sovereign.

"According to the account
have been no visitors from the

of

the lackej-, there

cit}',

nor any letters

everything as usual in the afternoon.

When

;

the

strangers were sitting in front of the door, the lady
had spoken of a journey to Switzerland, but her husband replied that there could be no thought of it until
he had finished his business. Then there had been an

uncomfortable silence.

In the evening both attended

the theatre."

The Sovereign nodded, and dismissed the official.
As he sat alone, he pushed his chair against the wall,
and listened to the sound of a small bell which, from
the further end of the room, was scarcely audible he
hastily opened the door of a niche in the wall, and
took out the letters which a confidential secretary
had sent up through a tube from the lower story.
There were various handwritings he passed quickly
through the contents. At last he held a bundle
of children's letters in his hand. Again he laughed. " So
His countenance
the great ball has burst already."
became serious. " A genuine peasant, he has no sense
for the honor of having the top-boots of a prince among
He took another letter. "The Heredhis fields."
;

:

It is the first letter of the
itary Prince to his sister.
pious John Patmos, saying nothing, as if it had been
The conwritten for me. That may possibly be so.

of the Law's "Inf.ants."
*

Translation copyrighted.
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tents are scanty
his sister also

and

may

cold.

He

expresses the wish that

pass a pleasant time in the country.

We

wish the same," he continued, with good humor
may pluck flowers .and talk with scholars about
the 'virtues of Roman ladies.
This wish shall be
fulfilled by all parties."
He laid the letters back in
the niche, and pressed a spring in the floor with his
foot
there was a slight rustling in the wall, and the
packet glided down.
The Sovereign raised himself from his chair and
walked about the room.
" My thoughts hover restlessly about this man.
I
have received him with complaisance; I have even
treated his insane hopes with the greatest consideration, and yet this unpractical dreamer mocks at me.
Why did he make this insidious attack on me ? He
did it with the malicious penetration of a diseased
;

" she

;

who knows

sound one what is deHis prating was half vague reflection and half the silly cunning of a fool who also carries about him a worm in his brain.
It does not matter
we know one another, as the Augur knew his
colleagues.
Between us a family hatred burns, such
as can only exist between relations
an enduring,
thorough hatred, which conceals itself beneath smiles
and polite bows. Trick for trick, my Roman cousin.
You seek a manuscript which lies concealed with me,
but I something else, which you would withhold from
me."
He sank back in his chair, and looked timidly
towards the door
then put his hand into a pile of
books, and drew out a translation of Tacitus. He
tapped the book with his finger.
"He who wrote this was also diseased. He spied
person,

better than a

ficient in another.

:

—

;

incessantly into the souls of his masters
millions of other

men

;

their pictures

Roman

people and the
appeared unimportant to him

so filled his fancy, that the

:

he suspected every step of his rulers, yet neither he
nor his generation could do without them. He gazed
at them as on suns, the eclipse of which he investigated, and which reflected their light on him, the little
planet.
He began to doubt the wisdom of the order
of things and that to every human mind is the beginning of the end. But he had wit enough to see
that his masters became diseased through the miserable meanness of those like himself, and his best policy
was that of the old High Steward, to bear all with a
;

silent obeisance."

He opened

came

a

weak

fool ?

No

one knows

it

— no one on earth

He went mad because he
man of feeling. He despised

but me, and those like me.

could not cease to be a

many and hated many, and

yet he could not do without

the childish feeling of loving and trusting.

youth,

who had once shown him

A common

personal devotion,

caught hold of this fancy of his earthly life, and dragged
the powerful mind down with him into the dirt. A
miserable weakness of heart converted the stern politician of Imperial Rome into a fool. The weak feelings
that rise up in lonely hours are the undoing of us all
indestructible is this longing for a pure heart and a

—

undying the seeking after the ideal conman, which is described by the poet and believed in by the pedant." He sighed deeply his head
sank on the table between his hands.
There was a slight sound at the door. The Sov"The Grand
ereign started The servant^ announced
Marshal von Bergau." The Grand Marshal entered.
"The Princess inquired at what hour your Hightrue spirit

dition of

;

—

ness will take leave of her."

"Take leave?" asked

the Sovereign,

reflecting.

"Why?"
"Your Highness has been pleased

to order that the

Princess shall this morning go to her

summer

casiie

for a few days."

"It

true," replied the Sovereign. "

is

I

am

well to-

day, dear Bergau, and will breakfast with the Princess.

Will

it

be agreeable to you

to

accompany her?" he

asked, kindly.
"

I

am

very grateful to

favor," replied the

What

"

my

gracious master for this

Grand Marshal, honestly.

lady has the Princess chosen as her

at-

tendant ?"
" As your Highness has given her the choice, she
has decided upon Lady Gottlinde."
" I agree to that," said the Sovereign graciously.
" The good Lady Gottlmde may be invited to breakfast, and you yourself may come also, that I may see
you all once more about me before the journey. I
have one more thing to say. Mr Werner will follow
you he wishes to examine the rooms and chests of
Render him
the castle for his scientific purposes.
assistance in every way, and show him the greatest
attention.
I have also a confidential commission for
;

you."

The Grand Marshal made

a piteous face,

which

plainly indicated a protest.
"

the leaves.

Only one, whom he has included in his book,"
he began again, "was a man, whom it moves one to
read about. This was the gloomy majesty of Tiberius
he knew the rabble, and despised them, till the miserable
slaves at last placed him among the madmen. Do you
know. Professor Tacitus, why the great Emperor be"

:

I

wish to win for us

continued the Sovereign.

this

"

distinguished man,"

Sound him

as to

what

place or distinction would be acceptable to him.

wish you to observe that

I

am most

I

anxious to keep

him."

The Grand Marshal, much discomposed, answered:
"

I

assure your Highness, with the greatest respect,.
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that

I

know how

your confidence, yet this
with consternation for it exposes

tp value

commission fills me
me to the danger of exciting the displeasure of my
gracious master.
I have had opportunities of remarking that one cannot count upon gratitude from these
;

people."
" You must not offer him anything
onlj' endeavor
make hmi express some wish," replied the Sov;

to

ereign dryly."
" But if this wish should exceed the bounds of
moderation?" asked the Marshal hesitatingl}'.

Take care not

"

decide whether

to object to

consider

I

it

;

leave

to

it

me

to

Send me

immoderate.

it

a report immediately."

The Sovereign
watched sharply

gave

his

after the departing

the

bow and

signal

dismissal

of

departure, and looked

gentleman and gravel)^ shook his

head.

He

"

is not old, and yet the curse has overtaken
he becomes grotesque. Here is another riddle of
human nature for you learned gentlemen the person
who has every hour to control his countenance and manner, to whom the most rigid tact and correct forms are
necessary in his daily intercourse, should, just when he
becomes older, lose this best acquisition of his life, and
become troublesome by his weak chattering and un-

him

;

:

You know how to answer, Emwhy your service, clever man, gradmade your servants caricatures of your own

restrained egotism.

peror Tiberius,
ually

character

you

Now

?

it is all

;

they have revenged themselves on
There is a desperate rationality

right.

O

in the links of the world.

should both have so

He groaned,

little

misery, misery, that

cause to rejoice

and again buried

his

head

at

we

it I"

in his

hands.

Shortly after Use received the latest letters from

home.
"

How

can the four-leaved clover be

lost

out of a

well closed letter ?" she asked her husband.

" Luise,

1569

Nothing but disturbances, the Sovereign
ill, and our
Hereditary Prince vanishes as if swept
away by a storm. How could he go away without
bidding us good-bye? I cannot set my mind to rest
as to that
for we have not deserved it of him, nor of
his courtly Chamberlain.
I fear he does not go into
the country willingly; and he is angry with me, Felix,
because I said something about it. No good will come
of it, and it makes me heavy at heart."
" If this trouble leaves you any thought for the affairs of other people," began the Professor, gaily,
" you must allow me a small share.
I think I have
found the hidden castle which I have so long sought.
I see from this chronicle that in the last
century the
country seat to which the Princess is going was surrounded by a forest. I hear that in this remote place
much old household rubbish is preserved. I feel like
a child on the eve of its birthday.
I
have made
known my wishes to fate, and when I think of the
hour when the present shall come to me, I feel the
same heart-beating expectation which scares away
sleep from the boy.
It is childish. Use," he continued,
to

shine.

;

I know it is
but
have patience with me I have long wearied you with
my dreams, but now it will come to an end. The hope
indeed will not come to an end, but this is the last
place I have any reason to search for it."
" But if it should again happen that you do not
find the book ?" asked Use, sorrowfully, holding his

holding out his hand to his wife, "

;

;

hand.
•A

face
"

;

come

gloomy expression came over the Professor's
he turned around abruptly, and said, harshly
Then I shall seek further. If Fritz had but
:

'"

"

Was

"

I

he to come ?" asked Use, with surprise.
have requested him to do so," replied her husband. " He answered that his father's business and
his relations with Laura prevented him.
To him also
it appears that a crisis is impending
he has suspi;

on her birthday, found some clover leaves and sent
them in her former letter, to bring you good luck.
The child is just at the age in which such nonsense
gives pleasure. The dried clover was not in her letter, and as she is careless, I scolded her for it in my
answer. To-day she assures me that she put them
into the envelope the last thing."
" It may have fallen out when you opened the let-

cions with respect to the specification that

ter," said the Professor consolingly.

to the house."

" M}' father

is

not contented with us," continued

"he does not like it that the Prince
has come into the vicinity he fears distraction in the
farm and gossip. Yet why should people gossip ?
Clara is still half a child, and the prince does not live
upon our estate. There is a dark cloud over every" the light of the dear sun has ceased
thing," she said
Use, discomposed

;

;

:

I

found

which I consider unfounded."
" Oh, that he were with us!" said Use " I long for
a friendl)' face, like one who has for many days been
traveling through a desert wilderness."
The Professor pointed towards the window.
"This wilderness looks tolerably humanized, and a
visitor, such as you desire, seems already coming up
here,

;

Use heard the rumble

wheels coming along the
A carriage stopped before the Pavilion, and the country coachman cracked
The servants hastened to the door Gabriel
his whip.
opened the carriage door a little lady descended,
gave a parcel to the lackey and a bandbox to Gabriel,
and called out to the coachman to inquire about putof

gravel of the castle road.

;

;
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very dirty, and a great

ting

the small coin in our country

as she did so,

scouring day would be necessary for them.

up the horses. She hastily ascended the steps, and,
gazed on the paintings and carved scrolls.
"This is a great pleasure, Mrs. Rollmaus," exclaimed Use, delighted, meeting her at the door.

The Professor hastened
"

My

to the stranger

dear Use," cried the

lady

little

" revered

;

and highly honored Professor, here I am. As Rollmaus has been charged with the superintendence of
an estate in the neighborhood, in trust for a nephew,
and as he has had to travel into this country to put
things in order, and will stop only a short time, I
thought I would take the pleasure of paying you a visit.
Your father, brothers, and sisters wish to be remembered toyou. Claraisgrowing up the very image of you."
" Come in, come in," said Use
you yourself are
the best greeting from home."
Mrs. Rollmus stopped at the door.
" Only a moment," she said, pointing to the bandbox.
;

"
"

You come
You must

to old friends."

allow

me however,

bandbox opened, and,

that

I

after the best

on, as well as white collar

and

young Prince has now gone

that the

Our Chief Forester is fully occupied
he grumbles over this royal quartering, and has ordered himself a new uniform."
ester's lodge.

She became serious and thoughtful, and there ensued
aa awkward pause, during which she rubbed her nose,
looked at Use good-humoredly, and pressed her hand.
" There appears to be a storm coming," she continued, in a low tone, "

may

not dis-

cuffs,

Here, indeed, it seems like a paradise, although I
hope that no wild beasts rove about here, and it is
not the season to pluck the apples from the trees with
Something seems to have turned up in the
pleasure.
capital which is very remarkable for as I came to the
;

me of a fortunewho prophesied wonderful things of the people of
city.
Do you know anything certain about her?"

estate with Rollmaus, the Inspector told

this

"We

have few acquaintances," answered Use;

"

should be glad to hear something about that
I have latterly begun the study of phren-

I

person, for

and

ology

she exclaimed, looking with admiration at the ceiling, where the god of love held out
"One can see at once
to her his bunches of poppies.
by the cross-bow that it is a Cupid ; one frequently

gations are

sees them on gingerbread figures, where they stand
between two burning hearts. Dear Professor, the
pleasure of meeting again, and in such surroundings,
I have long looked forward with
is truly very great.
pleasure to this hour, when I could express to you my
thanks for the last book you sent me, in which I have
Rollmaus would
gotten as far as the Reformation.
gladly have come with me, but he has business to attend to in the distillery on account of the old boiler,
which must be removed."
During this speech the eye of Mrs. Rollmaus wan-

noyed

dered inquisitively into every corner of the room.
" Who would have thought, dear Use, that you and
the Professor would have come into friendly relations

Professor,

must confess

I

have already looked about

I

me

to

in driving

you
here

which, however, probably
on the other side, as I see only gardens here."
"There are no offices at the castle," explained Use,
" only the stable and the large kitchen have remained."

for the princely court-yard,
lies

"They

say there are six cooks," rejoined

Mrs.

"who are all great head-cooks; although I
know for what other part of the human body

Rollmaus,

do not

they could be cooking. But the originalities of a Court
are very great,

who,

I

— amongst. which are the silver-cleaners,

verily believe,

do not do

their

duty

;

at least.

"we

only get news from the papers."

cap was put.

the learned lady

" Magnificent,"

with our princely personages?

and the country. gentlemen com-

plain that the spring grub has eaten the rapeseed.

floated into the sitting-room with Use.

that

They say

to the Chief For-

teller

grace this princely house."
Mrs. Rollmaus was taken into an adjoining room,
the

is

;

I

about them.

am

and

hear, dear Professor, that these investi-

much combated.
I

I do not myself feel sure
have examined the head of Rollmaus,

how niuch the bump of dedeveloped behind his ear, though he is anevery cup-handle the maid servants break.

surprised to see

struction

is

at

dear Professor, I find the powers of
thought shown upon 3'our brow. The bumps are very
large, by which I do not mean to say that they are unNevertheless,

becoming to you. But to return to the fortune-teller.
She told the Inspector that he was married, and had
two children, and that his wife was dead, and that he
wished to take another, who would add two more.
This

is

all

correct, for

he

is

Now,

again courting.

could this person know it?
"Perhaps she knows the Inspector ?

ask you,

how

rummaging among

I

"
" replied the

his papers.

"

I

advise

you not to confide in her art, and I do not recommend
to you the study of phrenology. But now let us know
how long you can remain with us. I am obliged to go
to the Museum, and hope to find you on my return."
I
can remain a few hours," said Mrs. Rollmaus.
have three miles to go, but the roads here are betAlthough now our highway is being
ter than with us.
built, and the road commissioners already go along it
Only think, dear Use', the
to the town of Rossau.
stone bridge between your estate and the town is
already pulled down, but they have put up a tempoFor a few hours, then, I beg of
rary one in its stead.
you to be satisfied with my company."
'•

"

I

(

To be continued.')
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BOOK REVIEWS.
:

more successfully arousing

unfinished portraitures

;

reflections,

cannot say

it

of all

— are

and touches of consummate irony and sarcasm.
following, entitled " Rivers," as representative

" There

Here

it is

its

character of Mr.

The

There it laughs over a
white shoulder to the old wheel of a small

washed foully through the
and bad at that. It has passed by high
towering wharves crowned by warehouses, under stately bridges
thunderous with traffic. It has reflected in its greasiness palaces
and high-domed churches. And now it has come out of its burrow, the town, into the country again a flat bare country.
But
how different it is now. Its banks are slime. It no longer laughs,
from
its
depths,
when
but
it is disturbed, patches rise, like leprous
Its quiet is all gone.
spots on its surface.
Its surface is crowded
Here with a hayboat piled high.
with journeying craft.
There
with great silent-going screw-steamers moving grimly out of and in
the busy port.
Its sky is full of the trailing serpents which these
leave.
Here, too, trains of towed barges burden the tide.
It is a
great highway carrying fleets .of commerce this way and that.
It
is no longer the pleasant stream that whispered comfort to the
soul
this only suggests comfort to the pocket.
And man's life, as
has often been said, is not unlike such a stream.
Pure in childhood, given to business in the haunts of men and it issues therefrom smudged and befouled, and withal richly prosperous but
ugly, unwholesome, slimy, until it is lost in the great pure sea of
;

—

—

lation

Chicago

:

A.

C.

It is

modern methods

of criminal legis-

a book of unusual merit and interest

throughout, written with an evident, but very noble purpose, a
little " preachy " in its style now and then, but devoid of all cant

and sentimentality, and a worthy contribution to modern fiction.
Miss Taylor is a resident of Illinois, who for several years has devoted herself to a study of the problem of prison-reform. She
locates the story, in which she illustrates her views on this subject
in Wisconsin, a state far in advance of our own in its general system of pauper and criminal legislation. Thus she does not prejudice her critics in advance, with a picture of old-time methods and
results.
On the contrary her spirit seems most fair and just
throughout.
She brings a clear mind and warm heart, sound
judgment and loving sympathy to the solution of her problem, and
the result

is

and the evolu-

little

of the article

is written in simple English but surely the art of
writing should be respected by the amateur as well as those of
painting and sculpture.

"The
tions.
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The

Atelier"
best

is filled

method

of

with good matter and good illustra-

work

in

pen and ink sketching

given in the history of the strange but not impossible

fortunes of Robert Allston. His Broken

action

may be

given in the slightest work by one

to seize the characteristic points

and

who knows how

lines of his subject.

very peculiar drawing by Bontet de Monvel has much the
effect of a negative photograph or a Chinese embellishment of a

—

there is such a strong and unexpected contrast of large lights,
and black shadows in it. The Crayon drawings by Clausen, by
Jean Aubert, and Leon Perrault, are all spirited and pleasing.

fan

season for flower painting

is

love the beauty of flowers as well as their scientific

will

find

it

Sword

is,

like

most novels

a great pleasure in traveling in

summer

be able

them

to-

for the

NOTES.

We

have received great quantities of letters relative to the
Henry George discussion. Our limited time has alone prevented
from
us
considering them.
We shall, however, select the best for
publication.

In 1749, says Life Lore, in a charming little essay, Beguelin
bethought himself of the Columbus joke and cut a window in a
Prof. Gerlach has now constructed, practically upon this
egg.
idea, a contrivance styled the embryoscope.
The professor's application of glaziery to embryology has not been without success.
It is " particularly instructive for those who are interested in the in-

fluence of outside upon inside to look through this window, to see

a double one

is a high compliment to pay to the writer's fitness
and the worthy purpose which led her to its undertaking
The main motive of the work is not fully developed until
near the middle of the book, which is thus relieved of a too severe
didacticism of tone and intent.
It dates back to the early sixties,

to

A

good representation in water colors may be made
very quickly, even while the train is stopping at way stations, by
one skilled in the art.
The Amateur has many good suggestions
for such work.
herbarium.

how one chemical acts as a
observe how under pressure

but the interest increases with every

Those
meaning

just approaching.

who

for her task,

;

clearly

A

page, and this

of the day, without a plot

is

described and very good examples are given from Liphart's works.
A " rapid sketch of a passing object " by Vierge shows how such

paint the rare flowers they find as well as to preserve

a novel combining a very beautiful and stirring

and punishment.

treat of the origin of property

The Art Amateur for April has man-y good things, but we are
staggered by the first sentence that meets our eyes in a
" Every artist is of necessity
notice of the Whistler Exhibition.
an abstractor of quintessence." Surely Concord School never produced anything more delightfully abstract and absurd. The rest
a

The
Winnie Louise Taylor.

two chapters

wealth,

exposition of the principles of finance.

death."

love'Story with a description of

and the

excellence,

abound on the nature of accumulation, and the administration
The main purpose is an exposition of the theory of
bonded insurance. Our readers will find it a clear and concise

It is ink,

is

of scientific

Black's treatise justifies the present selection.

of property.

—

The above

it.

w.

that

to the city.
" But see the stream after it has

His Broken Sword.
McClurg & Co.

reads

p.

the third and fourth discuss the principles and
banking and insurance, and the fifth, sixth, and
seventh are devoted to a correction of the many misconceptions

down garden products
?

first

tion of

Here it slips through green bowers, peeped at through
by the high sun. Here it passes by smooth lawns
which trail their fringes of willows in the water. Here a great
market boat lolls along, lazily propelled by long sweeps, and bear-

Water

who

possibilitiea of

thick leaves

town.

numerous works

public reach,

flourmill.

ing

every one

Co., No.

the merit of this series of publications to have brought within the

quote the

only a small musical stream.

weir, or puts

little

work which cannot but

:

a quiet beauty in the upper reaches of the river.

is

in

c.

witty conceits,

We

humanity

24 East Fourth Street,
New York, have issued in pamphlet form, an essay by William
Nelson Black, UlliimUe Fimiiice ; a True Theory of Wealth. It is

Many — though we

life.

rich in delicate fancies,

interest in a

for

The Humboldt Publishing

appears, mainly suggested by

it

new enthusiasm

create a

This neat and dainty volume presents us with a collection of
studies in life and character.
Their form is that of designedly
incidents and experiences of the writer's

Ill

and the opening of the Civil War, and to the older reader revives
many mingled sad and pleasant memories of that time. We purposely refrain from giving the outline of the story in the hope of

Times and Davs: Being Essays in Romance and History.
London and New York Longman's, Green, & Co. Chicago
A. C. McClurg & Co.
:
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brake, and another as a stimulus, to
the chick does not lose heart but forms

to notice how, disgusted with its uncovering, K
sometimes neglects altogether to draw over it one of its orthodox
birth-robes, which students call the amnion.
Like, a disturbed

infant,

it

;

kicks off

its

clothes."
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